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Abstract: We examine the three-point finite difference discretization of the two-point boundary value problem: 
- y”+ f(x)y = g(x), 0 < x <co, y(0) = y(cc) = 0. Our purpose here is to study the resulting infinite tridiagonal 
linear system. We first show that, under suitable assumptions, the infinite linear system possesses a unique solution 
provided inf f(x) = r > 0. We show that the I,-norm of the discretization error is bounded by Ch* where h is the 
step-size and C is a constant independent of h. We assume that 1 g(x) 1 < M e-ar, for suitable postive constants M 
and a. We then obtain a bound for the numerical solution j”, at x,, and the bound involves only h. E, M and cx. 
From this bound we conclude that jjn -+ 0 as n -B 00. An interesting application of this bound is that we can obtain an 
a priori estimate for n so that for this n the numerical solution y,, at x, is ‘almost zero’ in the sense that I_&, 1 < 6 for 
a preassigned 6. In other words, this bound provides an a priori estimate for n for truncating the infinite linear system 
(or equivalently, for truncating the semi-infinite range at x,) so that jj” is within the tolerance 6. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the following class of two-point boundary value problems over a semi-infinite 
range: 
-y” +f(x)y =g(x), 0 d x < cc, y(0) =y(oc) = 0. (1) 
We shall assume that the boundary value problem has a unique solution. A commonly suggested 
prescription for solving (1) is to truncate the semi-infinite range at some x = b and replace the 
second boundary condition at cc by what Fox [l] calls the ‘ruthless condition’ y( 6) = 0. In case 
of eigenvalue problems over a semi-infinite interval whose solution behaviour is known, Fox 
describes a certain iterative procedure for ascertaining an appropriate b. Our purpose in this 
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paper is to examine the three-point finite difference discretization of the problem (1) and to study 
properties of the resulting infinite tridiagonal linear system. Our analysis in this paper provides 
an a priori estimate for b in terms of certain quantities related to the coefficient functions f(x) 
and g(x) of the differential equation in (1). 
For fixed h>Olet x,=,&r, k=0,1,2 ,.... and set yk =J(x~), fk = f(xk) and g, = g(x,). In 
(1) replacing 1”’ by the usual second order central difference approximation we obtain 
__Yk-i +(2 + h2f,)_Vk -yk+, = h2g, + t&z), k = l(l)cc, (2) 
where 
fk(h) = - $z4#4)(5k). 5k E (x,_,, *Yk+,). (3) 
Let D = (djj) denote the infinite tridiagonal symmetric matrix with 
d;.;=2+h2h, d,,;** = -1. 
Let Y=(yi, y2 . . . . )T, G=(g,, g, ,... )T and T(h)=(t,(h), t2(h) ,... )T. Using only the first 
boundary condition of the problem (l), we can write the discretizations (2) in matrix form as 
DY=h’G+ T(h). (4) 
We may now define a finite difference approximation Y for Y as the solution of the infinite 
tridiagonal linear system: 
Of’= h2G. (5) 
Our purpose in this paper is to study the infinite tridiagonal linear system (5). For f(x) and 
g(x) we shall assume in the following that 
,<$f(x)=c>o, (64 
and 
lg(x)l <Me-““, O<x< CIO, (6b) 
for suitable positive constants M and (Y. In Section 2 we first show that, under suitable 
conditions, the infinite linear system (5) possesses a unique solution. In Section 3 we show that 
the I,-norm of the discretization error is bounded by Ch’ where C is a constant independent of 
h. In Section 4 we obtain a bound for the numerical solution _V,,, at x,, and the bound involves 
only h, c, M and a. From this bound we conclude that j,, + 0 as n -+ co, and consequently, our 
finite difference discretization does indeed satisfy the second boundary condition of the problem 
(1) at co. An interesting application of this bound is that we can obtain an a priori estimate for n 
so that for this n the numerical solution j,, at x, is ‘almost zero’ in the sense that ljn 1 < 8 for a 
preassigned tolerance 8. In other words, this bound provides an a priori estimate for n for 
truncating the infinite linear system (or equivalently, for truncating the semi-infinite range at x,) 
so that Jn is within the tolerance 8. 
2. Existence of the solution of the infinite linear system (5) 
It is natural to relate the matrix D of the system (5) with the infinite tridiagonal symmetric 
matrix D, = ( d,:i.i), where 
d,:,.i = 2 + h’c, d,;irl = -1. 
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We first establish the inverse of 0,. Let Dct,v denote the truncated matrix D, retaining its first N 
columns and rows. The finite tridiagonal matrix Dc;,v is irreducible, and by the usual row-sum 
criterion, it is also monotone. Hence, DC;; exists and Dc$ 2 0. 
Now, let D$ = (d$;,,,). By the usual arguments for inverting a symmetric tridiagonal 
matrix we obtain 
sinh( no) sinh( N + 1 - n?)@ 
d:’ 
sinh8sinh(N+1)8 ’ n’m’ 
r.N;n.m = sinh( N + 1 - n)0 sinh( mf3) 
sinh8sinh(N+1)8 ’ n2m’ 
where we have set 
cash 8 = 1 + l/r*~ 2 . 
Now, keeping h fixed and taking limits as N + cc we define: 
0;' = lim DC;;. 
N-X 
Let 0;' = (d,:.,); then, taking limits as N + cc from (7) we obtain 
(8) 
Grill = 
(sinh( ne)/sinh 8) e-““, n < m, 
(sinh( me)/sinh 0) e-“*, 
(9) 
n 2 m. 
We now turn to the existence of a solution of the system (5). Let D, denote the truncated 
matrix D retaining its first N columns and rows. It is easy to see that the finite matrix D, is 
irreducible and, in view of the condition (6a), also monotone. Hence, DN' exists and DN1 2 0. 
Since D, 2 DctNr it follows that 
0 < DN ' Q DC:,: for all N. (10) 
We now assume existence of D-' as defined by 
D-’ = lim D-’ 
N+m 
N . 
Then, taking limits as N --* cc from (10) it follows that 
0~ D-'<DC-'. (11) 
This shows that the inverse of the infinite matrix D as defined above is bounded. Since 
D,D,'=D,'D,=Z, for all N, 
taking limits as N ---, cc it follows that DD-' = D-'D = I, and hence, D-' as defined above is 
unique. It therefore follows that the infinite linear system (5) has a unique solution. 
3. A bound for the discretization error 
In this section we obtain a bound for the /,-norm of the discretization error. 
Let E = Y - ?'; then from (4) and (5) we obtain the discretization error equation: 
DE= T(h). (12) 
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In the following we shall assume that 
sup ly’4’(X) 1 = M4, 
o<x<m 
for a suitable positive constant M4. Then, from (3) it follows that 
II7V) IL = U"M4. 
Now, with the help of (11) and (13) from (12) we obtain 
llql~ =iih"Mgp3Y 
We next compute 11 D;‘/lw. Since 
/D;‘II,=my 5 cl,:,,,+ 5 d,‘,,,), . . , , 
m=l m=n+l 
substituting from (9) and performing the summations, we obtain 
IID;‘lloc = 
ee+ 1 
2(es - 1) sinh 8 
max (1 - e-? = 2(coshl~ _ q * 
* 
With the help of (8) from (16) we obtain 
11 D;$ = l/h*e. 
From (15) and (17) we finally obtain 
11 E/l, < Ch*, 
where 
C = (l/12e)M4. 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
06) 
(17) 
(18) 
4. A bound for j,, 
We next show that jj,, -+ 0 as n 4 cc thus ensuring that the finite difference approximate solution 
does indeed satisfy the second boundary condition of the problem (1) at co. 
In view of (11) from (5) we obtain 
lJ#ll GhhZ E Kkl I&l. 
m=l 
Substituting for 1 g, 1 from (6b) and for d,:,,, from (9) we obtain 
eene i sinh( me) e-aX*l + sinh( no) f e 
m-1 m=n+l 
Performing the summations in (20) we obtain 
- 
(19) 
me -ax,,, e . 1 (20) 
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Now. by the mean-value theorem we may write 
where 
Let 
then, 
and from 
Knah - cne )/(eeah - eme) = nE”-‘, 
5 E (min(e-e, eeah), max(e-‘, eeah)). 
p = min(8, ah); 
max(e-‘, eenh) = ePp. 
(22) we obtain 
(e-nab _ e-ne)/(e-uh _ e-e) < n e-(n-lM* 
With the help of (23) from (21) we finally obtain 
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(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
From (24) it follows that 
jn + 0 asn+cc. (25) 
We note here that under an assumption similar to (6b) for the local truncation error, and 
following precisely our arguments given above, we can show that for the exact solution y,,, at x,, 
given by (4), y,, -+ 0 as n ---, co. (In order not to repeat ourselves, we omit this proof.) 
An interesting appplication of the bound (24) is the following. Let n, be the least n for which 
no e -noP < 8(ee+ah - l)/h2M ep (26) 
for a preassigned tolerance 6. It is clear that then 
ljni;,l G6 forall nan,. (27) 
In other words, for a numerical approximation we can truncate the infinite system (5) to a finite 
no x no linear system; this is equivalent to truncating the semi-infinite range at x,,~ beyond which 
y,,,, is ‘almost zero’. Note that the right side of (26) involves only information about f(x) and 
g(x) of the problem (l), and given M, a and E we can obtain an a priori estimate of no. This is 
illustrated in the next section. 
5. A numerical illustration 
To illustrate our finite difference discretization and the bound (24), we consider the following 
two-point boundary value problem: 
-y” +y = 2 emX, 0 G x < cc, y(O) =y(co) = 0, (28) 
whose exact solution is y(x) = x eeX. 
For this problem: e = 1, M = 2, a = 1. We select h = 1; then, /3 = 0 = 0.9624236. Let us 
require that 6 = 10e4; then from (26) it follows that no = 12. So, for this 6 for the problem (28), 
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Table 1 
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k ?k k 
1 0.326 981 7 0.006 368 
2 0.245 186 8 0.002 730 
3 0.137 905 9 0.001 152 
4 0.068 954 10 0.000 479 
5 0.032 327 11 0.000 194 
6 0.014 551 12 0.000 069 
x: can be taken at x,,” = 12. We solved the system (5) for the problem (28) truncating it by- 
retaining its first 12 columns and rows; the computed solution jk, k = 1(1)12. is shown in Table 
1. Note that j,2 is less than 6 = 10e4. 
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